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Abstract – Software maintainability is a vital quality aspect as 

per ISO standards. This has been a concern since decades 

and even today, it is of top priority. At present, majority of the 

software applications, particularly open source software are 

being developed using Object-Oriented methodologies. 

Researchers in the earlier past have used statistical 

techniques on metric data extracted from software to evaluate 

maintainability. Recently, machine learning models and 

algorithms are also being used in a majority of research 

works to predict maintainability. In this research, we 

performed an empirical case study on an open source 

software jfreechart by applying machine learning algorithms. 

The objective was to study the relationships between certain 

metrics and maintainability.   
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The ISO/IEC 25010:2011 breaks down software quality 

into eight characteristics. Maintainability is listed as the 

number one priority attribute due to its importance since 

decades. Today, many open source software are being 

created using the Object-Oriented (OO) paradigm. It 

becomes essential to evaluate the quality of such software 

especially maintainability. Design metrics are those 

values that are obtained from software applications at 

design time. These metrics can be used as indicators to 

evaluate software maintainability.  

Machine learning is a concept that takes its roots from 

artificial intelligence which gives power to software 

applications to improve themselves through experience. It 

targets on building predictive models and applications 

therefore get trained for themselves. Different types of 

machine learning have gained profound influence like 

supervised learning, unsupervised learning, 

reinforcement machine learning etc… 

Machine learning models represent a class of 

application software that learn from a given set of data 

and arrives at predictions on the new dataset based in its 

learning experience. Machine learning models are trained 

with an already existing dataset to make predictions on 

new datasets.  
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Recently, there is a growth in the application of 

machine learning models and algorithms on a variety of 

diverse applications in software quality [21,22]. Much 

earlier to this, researchers were using metrics extracted 

from several software applications and building predictive 

models. Software metrics have also gained importance in 

predicting maintainability [9, 23]. Some research works 

have been done by using certain design metrics from 

different suites. There are also works which use an entire 

metric suite and understand the influence of a suite in its 

entirety on software maintainability [19, 20]. Some of the 

popular OO metric suites are the Martin suite, CK suite, 

and the MOOD suite. In this research study, an entire 

metric suite i.e. Martin suite of metrics was extracted 

from a popular open source charting application 

jfreechart using the JDepend tool [12]. Machine learning 

algorithms were used on the extracted dataset. This 

research demonstrates the relationships between design 

metrics proposed by Martin [10] and maintainability.  

The research work has been organized as follows. The 

related work has been presented in Section II. The case 

study design is explained in Section III. The machine 

learning techniques that were used with results and 

discussion are highlighted in Section IV. The important 

observations and conclusions are presented in Section V. 

The future directions are explored in Section VI and 

Section VII discusses the threats to validity. 

Figure 1 shows the process diagram of the case study 

performed in this research work. 
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Figure 1 : The Process Diagram 
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II. RELATED WORK 

Misra [9] identified that metrics can be used as 

important parameters towards predicting maintainability. 

MI metric [3] has received considerable attention in the 

past and has been validated in several research works. 

This metric can be used to check the maintainability of 

traditional code and was later adapted to OO too with 

certain limitations. Welker [1] validated the MI and 

found evidence of the practical use of MI in determining 

the maintainability of a software application. He further 

suggested the use of MI to measure the quality of any 

traditional source code.Recently, predictive models are 

being built using design metrics and this has gained 

importance due to the benefits it offers. This will also 

allow designers to make the necessary design or coding 

changes in their software applications and raise the 

maintainability levels in their software applications. 

Yuming et al. [5] evaluated the relationships between a 

few metrics and software maintainability. They found 

certain size metrics  influencing software maintainability. 

Thwin et al. [4] have applied the neural network concepts 

in estimating software quality using OO metrics. Zhou et 

al. [6] proposed a modelling technique to build 

maintainability prediction models using metrics from 

some software applications. Aggarwal et al. [7] proposed 

an ANN model for maintainability prediction using OO 

metrics. Muthanna et al. [14] investigated the use of 

metrics to evaluate the maintainability of software by 

applying statistical concepts. Elish et al. [17] have 

performed a comparative study between three metric 

suites for prediction of faults in OO systems. They found 

evidence of prediction models constructed using the 

Martin suite to be more accurate when compared to 

models built using the CK and MOOD suites. Madhwaraj 

[19] performed a study to compare the performance of 

two OO suites and found that prediction models obtained 

from the Martin suite were performing better than the 

prediction models obtained from the Chidamber and 

Kemerer suite. Madhwaraj [20] has also performed a case 

study on jfreechart software and proposed a predictive 

model for maintainability. None of these research works 

have used machine learning algorithms and techniques. 

Therefore, an attempt was done to investigate the 

jfreechart by applying machine learning algorithms. 

III. CASE STUDY 

This section gives information on the jfreechart 

software and also describes the dependent and 

independent variables that were investigated. 

 

III.1 About jfreechart 

jfreechart is a charting application that is very popular 

among the software community. The objective of the 

selection was to investigate an open source software 

application which has evolved with many versions and 

written in java language.  

  

III.2 Dependent Variable and Independent Variables 

 

 

This research study evaluates the maintainability of a 

software application with the MI metric. MI is a code 

metric which is used to evaluate the maintainability of 

software [2]. The Martin metrics were taken as 

independent variables.  

The MI values obtained from jfreechart versions had 

very poor MI. This result allowed us to further investigate 

on which design metrics are contributing to the increase 

or decrease in MI values obtained across different 

versions. 

IV. MACHINE LEARNING MODELS AND TECHNIQUES 

WITH RESULTS 

The training data, testing data and the different 

machine learning techniques that were used to get better 

insight into the design metrics that influence MI have 

been introduced here. Out of the fifty two versions, 33% 

of the data was taken as the testing set and the remaining 

66% was taken as the training set. 

 

 
      Figure 2 : Design metric and MI values obtained in                          

                                     all jfreechart versions   

 

Figure 2 shows the design metric values that were 

obtained from fifty two versions of jfreechart software 

including the MI value. It is pretty clear that most of the 

jfreechart versions have less MI. Further, it also depicts a 

constant decrease in MI from different versions right 

from the first version till the last version. Figure 3 

displays the metric values obtained from different 

versions of jfreechart.  
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Figure 3 : Individual design metric histograms 

 

IV.1 Linear Regression technique 

    Linear Regression performs the task of predicting a 

dependent variable value(y) depending on a given 

independent variable(x). 

 

 
           Figure 4 : Regression Curve 

 

The results of the linear regression model obtained is 

depicted in Figure 4. It is very much evident that the 

regression curve does not form a straight line which 

suggests that the model has a lot of errors. Certain 

goodness of fit tests were done to zero-in on the errors in 

the numerical form. The MSE(Mean Squared Error) was 

found to be 5.19 and the RMSE(Root Mean Squared 

Error) value was 2.27. These values further substantiate 

the fact that errors are evident in the model.  

 

IV.2 Gradient Boosting Regression Algorithm 

 

Gradient boosting is one of the several techniques 

employed while predictive models. This is an efficient 

algorithm that converts a relatively poor hypotheses 

problem into a very good hypotheses. It is also an 

optimization algorithm that uses back propagation 

techniques to correct or minimize errors. In our study, 

this algorithm was used to minimize the errors obtained 

in our linear regression model.  After the algorithm was 

applied, it is evident from Figure 5 that leaving two 

extreme cases, there is a good model that has been 

generated i.e. the errors have been minimized to a large 

extent. The MSE obtained now was 2.36 and the RMSE 

value was 1.12. The errors obtained in this model are 

definitely less when compared with the earlier model. 

(Figure 4).  

 

 
Figure 5 : Linear Regression Curve after applying 

Gradient Boost Algorithm 

 

V. IMPORTANT OBSERVATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS 

        In this study, the Instability metric was seen as 

the most important contributor influencing MI. 

Therefore, coupling (both efferent and afferent) 

should be given utmost priority when new versions 

of software are released. The results obtained in this 

case study were different when compared with the 

case study done using statistical analysis [20] i.e. the 

prediction model that was obtained showed four 

design metrics namely concrete classes, abstract 

classes, instability and distance influencing MI. In 

the current study, we found only the Instability 

metric as one that influences MI the most. There is a 

need to perform more research studies by collecting 

huge datasets from different open source software 

applications. Further, rather than applying mere 

statistical techniques, using machine learning 

algorithms and techniques would help in arriving at 

better conclusions. 

VI. FURTHER DIRECTIONS 

Large software datasets need to be generated from 

different types of Object Oriented software. Several 

metric suites can be extracted from many software 

applications across different domains of software. 

Machine learning algorithms would certainly help in 

identifying metrics that are specifically influencing 

maintainability to a larger extent. Further, like 

maintainability which was studied in this research, other 

external quality attributes like usability, reliability and 

understandability etc… can also be researched in future 

works. 
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VII. THREATS TO VALIDITY 

The sample set taken for analysis is a small dataset and 

the results and inferences obtained cannot be taken as the 

final metrics towards predicting maintainability. 

Generally, machine learning algorithms are used on large 

and very large datasets to arrive at specific conclusions. 

Since the dataset used in this study is a small one, the 

results and conclusions need to be verified with many 

more studies. Research studies should be conducted on 

many more object oriented design metrics in arriving at 

specific conclusions. 
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